Our Guarantee: If you do not see whales on your cruise, then you can come again free of charge.

Experience the excitement of seeing orca whales, harbor seals, California & Steller sea lions, Dall’s & harbor porpoise, gray & minke whales, bald eagles and a variety of seabirds in their natural environment aboard San Juan Excursions’ 65 foot classic motor yacht “Odyssey”.

Fueled by eco-friendly biodiesel, the Odyssey is an exceptionally comfortable, spacious and stable cruising vessel; ideal for viewing wildlife with wrap around decks and large heated cabins.

Our USCG licensed captain and 2 certified marine naturalists provide an informative and entertaining voyage.

With our hydrophones you can listen to the orcas vocalizing. This special moment is one that you will remember for a lifetime!

Washington’s San Juan Islands are a hidden gem nestled between the snow-capped Cascade and Olympic Mountains. With dramatic rocky coastlines, pebble stone beaches and evergreen cloaked islands dotting the horizon, San Juan Island is a destination not to be missed. Join us on one of our daily cruises or arrange your own private charter (available year round).

Sea Kayak Tours ... we also offer 3 hour, sunset and full day kayak tours from the west side of San Juan Island with naturalist guides.

Reserve a whale watch/wildlife cruise and a kayak tour and receive 10% off both activities.